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I'll be honest, there was alot more homosexual romanticizing available than I expected. However, that's to be expected.
Everybody's basically a cowboy in their own right.. I'm not one for novels and stories. I'm the person that prefers to watch
movies instead. I would never have expected t enjoy this game so much. It looks so simple yet you can spend so much time on it.
It's that 'choose your adventure' book you had as a kid with much more paths consequences and even stats. There's more RPG
elements in this game than any game out nowadays that has an alignment system and is 100% story driven. Each action you take
generally has a consequence and it'll put you into situations that will make you really ponder about how to go about things. The
writing is also quite brilliant minus a few grammatical errors. 9/10 for a game like this. I would say this game is worth the full
price tag, and you'd be a fool not to grab it when it's on sale if RPG is your thing.. Whether or not you should get this game
depends on what's more important to you: the trip or the destination. This is one of the two best interactive novels I've ever
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played (the other being Mecha Ace). the writing is solid, the characters are fun and endearing, and the choices have weight and
consequence without feeling shoehorned in just to force you into having to make a weighty decision. Perhaps more importantly,
a lot of choices are appropriately grey - it might be honorable to do something, but is it really best (for you or the community)?
The only problem has been during a almost every violent encounter I died. There is usually very little hint as to which action is
the best one (even if you'd think your character would know better, or could easily perform the feat). Luckily, if you die, you
can just restart the encounter. It just costs you "Legend", which I guess is the games rating score. In spite of this, the game is
just charming to play. So why do I NOT recommend it? Because the ending doesn't make sense. This huge conspiracy is built up
over the course of the game, only to lead to a sudden and unexpected confrontation (where you can cordially invite everyone and
their parents [literally] as allies, even if you pist them off earlier in yoru adventure) with a learing plot hole. Namely, how does
one family threaten the livelihood of America with a small band of outlaws? It's completely nonsensical, and when combined
with the rushed ending, becomes disappointing. I would only recommend this game if you are willing to enjoy the journey and
don't care (much) about the ending. It's the longest interactive novel I've ever played/read. and the most disappointing.. A very
thought through and fun game.. This is one of the few reviews I've actually written. Tin Star is superbly written, emotionally
engaging, and demands the player consider his actions accordingly due to the severe consequences of going "Rambo". I deeply
enjoyed playing this interactive storytelling game. If you're sick of flat, two dimensional characters from the triple A series, give
this a whirl.. I've played it for a few hours, and I have to say it's interesting, to say the least. For three dollars you're buying a
western book, where you the protagonist, play as U.S. Marshal. All and all it is an entertaining book/game.. An interesting
choose-your-adventure book. It was a good read and I felt rather immersed. It is worth the low price tag.. Choose your own
adventure game, i used to have many books like this some fifteen years ago, even though i recently saw them appear on Steam i
never bought one. This one being set during the Far West period (not sure if you really call this period that name in english?)
and the price not being too steep i decided to make the jump. What a good decision it was, since i picked it up i haven't been
able to stop till now to write this review. Story is good, it seems that the decision you make really influence the plot, romance
isn't taking too much of the script which is good since i hate when these things takes a too big part in game or films. If you have
a decent english level especially a decent vocabulary and a good reading comprehension you shouldn't have too much trouble to
understand everything. This reminds me of the great serie Deadwood. (watch it if you haven't yet) Do I recommend this game?
Yep, two thumbs up.. Come summer and come sales, can't say I regret picking up this Marshal's tale. Buying this game at 0.99
euros I feel I should have paid more, because what I got out of it was a great text based choose-your-own-adventure story, where
my choices mattered and I became the darndest best Marshal in the whole of Lander County. For anyone looking for a great text
based game where you can make your own choices that will impact the world, this is a good game for you. The wild west is a
lawless place, so you'd better strap up and bring some law. If I knew how good this game was before I bought it on sale I'd have
bought it when it wasn't on sale, because the studio that made this certainly deserves the full price of 4.99 euros, if not more.
+Support from me, great game.
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